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Introduction: Let’s do a 3x on Human 

Productivity

A MINDSET SHIFT FROM REDUCING LABOR 
COST TO INCREASING THROUGHPUT

In the 1990s, 2000s and 2010s, technology in 
manufacturing has been about how to cut labor 
costs. Everything from replacing humans with 
machines to replacing full time employees with temps 
was implemented. In the 2020s and beyond, we have 
an opportunity to change the story to be about how 
technology is driving output and enabling creativity. 
This change of perspective in our expectation is 
of usage of technology is going to come down to 
whether or not humans and robots can operate 
together in a collaborative environment or not.  

And this isn’t about whether Robots and Humans can 
get along in the HR sense of the word. This is about 
whether ROI’s are higher for purchasing collaborative 
robots or replacement robots. In that equation, there 
are a few variables that we can plot with certainty. On 
the robots side - they will become cheaper and their 
performance will improve. On the human side - we 
will become more expensive. The only variable that 
we aren’t sure what will happen to is whether or not 
human performance will improve, stagnant or decline. 
So our goal is to drive human performance up and in 
doing so, make the case for collaborative robots over 
replacement robots. Robotics has the opportunity to 
become a great employment generator.

TURNING WASTE INTO PRODUCTIVITY

The good news is that whether you believe that or 
not, there is no downside to increasing productivity 
today. This book is about how to increase 
productivity in order to bring the cost of man down. 
Whether you are pro or anti-robot, we all will benefit 
from turning waste into productivity.  In the this book, 
we will show ways to double, triple and in some 
cases 10x human productivity without robotics. So 
whether we stand a chance against the robots or not, 
we will at least make it an epic fight.

Corporate HQ around the world are in a constant 
evaluation of how quickly the ROI payback can be of 
purchasing machines to replace employees. As soon 
as the cost of a machine equals that of an employee, 
the machine will likely win. So the cost of robots is 
going down and with minimum wage hikes and the 
skills gap in the manufacturing workforce, the cost of 
man is going up. 

So if we hope to avoid a mass dislocation in the 
manufacturing workforce, or at least push it off into 
the future as far as possible, then we must bring 
the cost of man down. If wages are going up - then 
our only option is to increase productivity which we 
have lagged at doing in our current business cycle as 
Productivity has lagged beyond prior periods.

As Aragon in Lord of the Rings says “A day may come 
when the courage of men fails, when we forsake our 
friends and break all bonds of fellowship. But it is 
not this day. An hour of wolves and shattered shields 
when the age of Men comes crashing down! But it is 
not this day! This day we fight!” So yes, the day will 
come when robots replace most or even all of our 
workers. But it is not this day!
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Part 1
We Broke 

the Labor Model
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Chapter 1: How Did I End Up Managing a Plant 

Full of Temps?

Overheard at your company:

The General Manager: “We have to order 30 

temps just to get 15 to show up”

Department Manager: “Our temps typically 

only last 2 or 3 days before quitting”

Supervisor: “The new temp never returned 

from lunch”

Purchasing: “We are now approved to add a 

4th staffing agency to our vendor base.”

SOUND FAMILIAR?

Do any of these situations sound familiar to you?

 » You and your leadership team have reduced 
the requirements for new hires down to “we 
just want someone who is dependable, will 
show up every day and isn’t lazy”

 » You have contracts with two or more staffing 
agencies and still have trouble getting 
people

 » You no longer have trainees on each piece 
of equipment ready to take the place of a 
retiring operator and worry a little more each 
year the problem is getting worse

 
If so, then you may also have made a similar transition 
that many companies made coming out of the Great 
Recession away from hiring employees and instead 
using temporary labor to keep labor expense to a 
minimum. 

HOW WE GOT HERE

Corporate HQ was preaching the need to match 
revenues and expenses and therefore GMs at plants 
had to move to a temp labor staffing model in order to 
flex with production on a weekly, or even daily, basis. 

And as they matched daily revenue and costs, it was 
having the unintended consequence of driving up the 
long term costs in a complete shift of altering the cost 
profile of the plant as the lower productivity of temp 
labor extended change-overs and run lengths and 
created bottlenecks in finishing of which the impacts 
reverberated throughout the production cycle. Temp 
labor becomes a crutch and once in place, it becomes 
very difficult to go back to hiring full time employees 
at the entry level.

When referring to ‘bringing in temps’ I am excluding 
‘temp to perm jobs.’ Many companies successfully use 
temp programs to ‘test drive’ new employees for 90 
days and then promote to full time. What I am referring 
to are the usage of large amounts of temporary labor 
for both one-time projects and ongoing unskilled work 
that is characterized by seasonality, demand surges, 
manual labor and uncertain customer order patterns. 
The types of temp jobs where there is no full time job 
at the end of the road. 
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STAFFING AGENCIES AND MISALIGNED 
INCENTIVES CAN PERPETUATE THE  
BROKEN SYSTEM

There are 20,000 staffing companies in the US that 
operate 39,000 offices in the US alone, and the staffing 
industry doubled from $81 billion in sales in 2009 to 
$161 billion in 2017. 

The model of using temporary employees is increasing 
while within this growing market is a decline in 
employer-employee loyalty going in both directions. 
Companies don’t commit to temps and temps don’t 
commit to companies. It’s a broken system where the 
most vulnerable members of our workforce, temps 
without experience, enter into a workplace where there 
is no training, no valued work, no upward mobility and 
in many cases, no one takes the time to learn their 
name. 

Remember your first day of work, and how nervous 
you might have been, imagine going through that 
experience monthly at the entry level. And while some 
staffing agencies do a great job servicing clients and 
developing employees, the norm is a commoditization 
of our entry level workforce doing a disservice to all 
involved in many cases. 

The staffing agency temp model charges a fixed 
mark-up on top of the hourly wage of the placed temp. 
This model is a misalignment of incentives between 
the staffing agency, client and employee as shown 
through common scenarios in this table:

SCENARIO CLIENT IMPACT STAFFING AGENCY IMPACT

Not Enough Temps Show Up

 » Production throughput 
declines

 » Work schedule shifts

No impact

Temps moving at slow pace

 » Labor costs rise 

 » Production throughput 
declines

No impact

Temp Quits After 5 Days

 » Operators get frustrated

 » Retraining new person 
begins

Send in next Temp

And where misalignment is the most severe:

More Temps Needed Labor expenses rises Revenue and Profits rise

At the end of the day, a staffing agency increases their 
revenue and their profit by placing more temporary 
workers with their clients. This unfortunately is 
misaligned with clients who are trying to reduce their 

labor costs by using less input per unit of output. And 
caught in the middle is the temporary employee who 
is looking for a full time job where they can build skills 
that are valued in the labor market.
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NO GOOD OPTIONS

Even with robotics and automation, Operations 
Managers are still going to have a need for manual 
labor. Traditional options are to hire full-time employees 
(FTEs) or to use temps. Both options come with pros 
and cons:

1. FTEs

a. Market (challenge): government 
subsidies tighten labor market, 
competition like Amazon (hiring 100k), 
rural plant locations, crackdown of 
illegal workers

b. Cost: ACA, sick leave, supervisory 
commitment, training, exhausted labor 
pool, fast food and other services 
industries offering higher pay and easier 
work (shrinking industrial labor force) 

2. Temps

a. Market: $ billions spent for light 
industrial workers

b. Model: companies make more money 
hence the more people you use, more 
hours, and OT or rush hours demand a 
premium price

c. Cost Challenges: paying for foot 
soldiers / worker bees and no leaders or 
supervisors 

d. Summary: You’re not invested in these 
worker’s development and they’re not 
invested in increased performance or 
the quality of your products

In this book - we will talk about alternative options: 
3. Alternative Options

a. Intro: Demand (1) unit rate, (2) quality 
warrants, (3) no overtime 

b. Do it yourself: The Productiv Way

c. Outsource it

Sure, some of these ‘cons’ could be due to economic 
factors such as the unemployment rate, but for the 
company doing it right -- the Employer of Choice in 
an area, finding good people is seldom a challenge.

Empathy for Temps: 
Would you Take this Job?

Wanted: Packers
Job: Temporary

 » Compensation: At or near minimum wage

 » 40 hours per week not guaranteed

 » Won’t be called in if there is no work but 
must be willing to show up every day just in 
case there is

 » Job responsibilities will include anything 
that the full time employees do not want    
to do

 » Onboarding program will consist of 
showing you where the bathroom and 
break rooms are

 » Won’t bother to learn your name

 » No training program for future advancement

 » Will be work directly with an annoyed 
operator who no longer will take an interest 
in you since the last 3 people quit after 
he/she spent a week training them on the 
process

Oh, and:

 » Must demonstrate pride for the company, 
can’t make quality mistakes and must show 
strong work ethic
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SUMMARY

 » Manufacturers must be able to match 
revenue and labor costs in order to stay 
profitable and competitive

 » Manufacturers have relied on staffing 
agencies providing low skilled temporary 
labor to do this

 » The costs of using temporary labor can far 
exceed the hourly wage charged by staffing 
agencies

 » Staffing agencies are incentivized to place 
as many people and work as many hours as 
possible whereas manufacturing companies 
are trying to use as few people as possible

 » There is a better way for manufacturing 
companies to match their revenue and labor 
cost

TAKE AWAY TOOL: TEMP TURNOVER      
RATE CALCULATOR

Most of us can calculate our turnover rate for FTEs. 
And depending on the economy, it typically ranges 
from 5% - 15%. 

For a plant with 100 employees, we usually have 5 - 
15 employees leave voluntarily and be replaced each 
year. While this is an important metric as replacing 
key employees can be both expensive and difficult, 
have you ever thought about calculating your Temp 
Turnover Rate? Sometimes we don’t think of this as 
important as our employee turnover. 

And while typically temps are doing jobs that are 
easier to replace, and have a shorter learning curve, 
our TTR might surprise you as it may be even more 
disruptive to your operation than you’d expect.

TEMP TURNOVER RATE (TTR) CALCULATOR

Average # of Temp Positions in Plant (X) 30 positions

# of Temps That Worked in Plant past 12 months (Y) 280

Temp Turnover Rate (TTR) = X / Y * 100 = Temp Turnover Rate % 

Yes, if you just did this exercise now, you may realize 
that your TTR might be over 500% and even over 
1,000%. And yes, that rate might be 100x your full time 
turnover rate. Can you imagine if that were your full 
time turnover rate? Let me help you. For those same 
30 positions, using your full time turnover rate of 10%, 
you would have had 3 people leave and be replaced. 
Compare that to the 280 in our example. That is 93x 
worse. We’ve become so accustomed to the broken 
labor model that we operate our sites and entrust our 
customer’s products to a major part of our workforce 
that has a 1,000% turnover rate.

Our full turnover calculator can be found at  http://
www.uptimeworkforce.com/?project=turnover-rate-
calculator  which includes breakdowns by shift, skill 
and tenure.

http://www.uptimeworkforce.com/?project=turnover-rate-calculator
http://www.uptimeworkforce.com/?project=turnover-rate-calculator
http://www.uptimeworkforce.com/?project=turnover-rate-calculator
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Chapter 2: The Huge Hidden Costs of Temp Labor

Overheard at your company:

Procurement: “Good news, we were able to get the staffing company mark-up down to 28% by giving 
them a national deal at that rate.”

STOP LOOKING AT THE MARK-UP

You get what you pay for is a very appropriate 
saying when it comes to entry level workforce. Most 
procurement departments measure success based 
on lowering the staffing agency mark-up. Enabled 
by a shared belief in operations that staffing is a 
commodity, margins are being pushed so thin that 
staffing agencies themselves have difficulty devoting 
resources to an account that has thin margins.

THE TOTAL COST OF USING TEMPS

While the savings from having fewer employees is 
easy to quantify, the costs of replacing employees 
with temps that can be ordered daily from a staffing 
agency are much higher than most expect or plan. The 
cost of bringing in temps extends beyond the hourly 
rate charged by the staffing agency. That is just the 
tip of the iceberg. But we look at that rate because 
it’s easy to identify and typically the rate that finance 
matches to the budget when doing budget variances. 
Though the full hit to Net Income should include          
the following: 

1. Direct Dollar Costs - Financial

a. Excess overtime 

b. Additional rework

c. Lower productivity

2. Indirect Costs - Culture

a. High turnover

b. Upset operators having to train          
and retrain

c. Low work ethic

d. Not developing a bench of              
skilled operators

3. Indirect Costs - Management time

a. Badging

b. Scheduling

c. Discipline

d. Time card approvals
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Good Crew Planned Weak Crew

Job Size total units 50,000 50,000 50,000

Run Speed units/min 20.0 16.0 12.0

# People on Line # of packers 12 13 15

Burdened Labor Cost $/hour $15.00 $15.00 $15.00

Downtime percentage 2% 5% 10%

Days to Run Job # of days 5.2 6.5 8.7

Manhours to Run Job # of hours 510 711 1,146

Cost to Run Job total $ $7,650 $10,664 $17,188

Cost Per Unit jobs/year $0.15 $0.21 $0.34

Implied Wage Rate $/hour $15.00 $20.91 $24.18

We have benefits deriving from the Good Crew and additional costs and issues from the Weak Crew. A lot 
comes down to - what are the costs of taking 8.7 days to complete a job that was planned at 6.5 days and 
that a Good Crew can run in 5.2 days? Below are some key differences between good and weak crews.

GOOD CREW WEAK CREW

Freight
Can optimize freight with additional 1.3 
days to ship

Will it need to go expedited in order to meet 
customer delivery time?

Overtime
Not needed - finished early; may reduce OT 
on other jobs in freed up time

Will you need OT to cover the additional 2.2 
days needed for the job to ship?

Scheduling

Picked up 1.3 days in the production 
schedule that can be used to get ahead on 
other jobs

Behind 2.2 days will likely need to shuffle 

Indirect 
Labor

Free up time for material handling and 
supervision

Additional time needed for material handling 
and supervisor

HR Recruit fewer people
Need to recruit more people with            
more turnover

Rework
Minimal with good crews will catch rework 
likely in line or at QC

On average will have more and more likely it 
will be caught at shipping, at customer or in 
the field

Customer 
Impact

Will receive on-time or early. Can adjust to 
last minute changes if needed

May receive late with loss of flexibility to 
accommodate any supply chain changes

WHAT WAGE ARE YOU REALLY PAYING?

Looking beyond the mark-up is an important part of 
looking at our labor costs. While mark-ups typically 
range from 30 - 50% on top of the hourly wage, we are 
missing 50% of the cost of temp labor. 

In this tool below, we look at the cost of the Productivity 
Gap between highly productive “good” crews, planned 
crews and less productive “weak” crews.
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DOING THE MATH: HIDDEN COSTS IN ACTION

Remember, the learning curve is at least 1 week of 
doing the job, so the value of a temp on day 6 is a 
3x multiple of a day 1 temp. With the typical temp 
turnover ratio that can be 500% - 1,000%, many times 
we don’t get through week 1 and so our temp labor 
force never gets up the learning curve to performing 
at the levels that meet our standards. Think about how 
effective you were on your first 3 days of a job versus 
how you perform now. 

SUMMARY

 » Temp labor, and all unengaged employees, can 
have a much larger financial impact on your plant 
than merely their wages

 » Costs from temp labor show up as direct 
financial costs but also indirect financial costs as 
their impact can ripple through the plant

 » In addition to reducing productivity and therefore 
negatively impacting the financials, poorly run 
temp labor programs can also have detrimental 
cultural effects

Where the Hidden Costs of Temp 
Labor Are On a Typical Day

When we pay our staffing agency for labor 
instead of output, we have to pay wasted time 
throughout the day.

 » Lost 15 mins at Shift Start because we 
requested 30 temps but only 25 showed 
up. Reshuffle schedule.

 » Tomorrow we’ll request 35 to 
compensate….but we could potentially 
overpay for five.

 » Lose 15 minutes to re-setup the job that 
didn’t finish yesterday

 » Lose 60 minutes training the new team 
members who will start today, but who 
might quit before the end of the week

 » Lose 15% of production for the new team 
members to learn the job they were just 
taught

 » Lose 25% of production due to          
work ethic

Keep in mind: These aren’t individual 15 and 
60 minute losses. They are multiplied across 
the entire job team, and dependent teams.
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Chapter 3: Improving and Innovating on this Model

Overheard at your company:

Operators: “I trained the last two temps and they lasted a week. I’m not going to go through the hassle of 
training the new guy as he’ll be gone in two days anyways”

SOUND FAMILIAR AGAIN?

The operators stopped training the temps because 
they turned over too fast. And now even when we get 
a good new helper, no one bothers to learn their name, 
onboard them or train them. This commoditization 
of our entry level workforce has repercussions well 
beyond the entry level and unskilled positions. Many 
companies use temp-to-perm programs to identify 
full time personnel, and while some do a great job of 
identifying and cultivating talent, others sit back and 
wait for some to ‘rise to the top’. The issue with the 
latter approach is that companies are overlooking and 
losing access to many great employees by merely 
looking for diamonds in the rough. 

HOW TO DO IT

Whatever solution we choose—employees, building 
a part-time Flex labor force, staying with temps, or 
outsourcing to a group like Productiv—the ultimate goal 
is the same: increase productivity while reducing cost 
of our manual labor workforce. This book introduces 
one way to achieve these goals using a combination 
of Lean Principles and Servant Leadership while 
wrapping a gainsharing program around it to tie to 
financial performance. 

The next section will discuss definitions of Lean, 
Servant Leadership and Gainshare. Many of these 
terms have become overused and mean different 
things to different people and therefore we’ll define 
each to set the foundation for the remaining chapters.

LEAN

When referring to Lean in this book, we are describing 
the continuous improvement mindset that aims to 
reduce or eliminate waste in all areas of the production 
environment. The idea of waste in lean goes beyond 
physical waste and deals with the 7 types of waste as 
outlined in the Toyota Production System published 
for the first time in 1992. 

The steps we discuss could all be considered ‘Lean’ 
as our ultimate goal is to increase throughput while 
reducing the cost and time to  achieve it.

“

”

Commoditization 
of our entry level 
workforce has 
repercussions well 
beyond the entry 
level and unskilled 
positions.
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SERVANT LEADERSHIP

Servant Leadership is a management philosophy 
focused on removing obstacles for our employees. 
Unlike a hierarchical leadership philosophy where 
the focus is on how can the workforce serve upper 
management - in Servant Leadership, the focus is on 
how can management serve the workforce.

We believe the workforce is who makes the money in a 
business on a day to day basis. They are the ones that 
run the equipment, liaise with customers and work 
as a team to accomplish tasks. Therefore, our job as 
servant leaders is to remove all of the obstacles they 
face in accomplishing this mission

GAINSHARE

Gainshare is the program in which additional corporate 
profit is achieved due to additional performance from 
the workforce and is paid out. As opposed to Profit 
Sharing, where the total profit is split amongst all 
who participate in achieving it, the Gainshare pool is 
based on over-performance. Typically the gainshare 
component is a higher percentage of a smaller pool. It 
is set up this way so that the workforce wage achieves 
the expected profit and the gainshare component 
benefits both the shareholders and the workforce.

SUMMARY

 » There are multiple options to innovate and 
improve in the traditional temp labor arena

 » The one we will discuss in the following chapters 
was developed over time and through much 
trial and error by Productiv and combines lean, 
servant leadership and gainsharing


